Optimizing Data
Management in
the Cloud

Advanced analytics require masses of data.
With developments in artificial intelligence, and
the instantaneous availability of compute
power in the cloud, there are many factors
fuelling the explosion in data consumption.

For the first time too, these directives apply
cross-asset, cross-entity, and are prescriptive
to a data field and time-stamp tolerance level,
requiring not just deep and accurate levels of
data, but the correlation and interpretation of
inter-related prices and transaction flows.

Managing this huge and complex fabric of
information, and delivering it as usable and
actionable content, requires a new breed of
data management platform. One that’s
designed from its roots to reside in the cloud.
In this white paper we turn the spotlight on the
drivers behind the exponential demand for
information, developments in cloud capabilities
and the next generation tools for optimising
data usage, curation and delivery.
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Complex businesses need complex data
There are four dimensions of change driving
the exponential increase in data consumption
in financial markets -regulation, fragmentation,
competition and technical advance.
Driven by an avalanche of regulations like
BCBS239, MiFIDII and FRTB, financial
institutions are required to store, report and
interpret increasingly broad and deep data
points from a plethora of systems. The sources
of this data are both internal and external to the
organisation, and of differing levels of trust,
standardisation and openness.
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Outside the firm’s own data, the regulatory
requirements extend to external reference and
static data too. For many, consumption of
market data, against which businesses
benchmark executions and monitor for abuse,
was already duplicative and becoming more so
as a result of increasingly competitive and
fragmented markets. Now, for firms to
demonstrate best execution, reconstruct
market conditions and benchmark risk prices,
they require microsecond-accurate data from
thousands of sources, stored for up to five
years.
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90%
of data stored today
is less than 2 years
old 1
Such is the nature of this data explosion, over
90% of data stored today is less than 2 years
old.
Not all data uses are driven from regulatory
mandates of course. Increasingly, enterprises
are leveraging this rich seam of transactional
data to gain powerful insights. Profitability
profiles, transaction cost analysis and
algorithmic benchmarking are the new breed
of management information powered by the
underling transaction records.
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And in order to analyse and interpret the
outputs from this incredibly complex
ecosystem, the level of sophistication of
reporting, monitoring and surveillance
systems is increasing rapidly, using advanced
machine-learning and artificial intelligence to
turn the mountains of data into regulatory
reports and meaningful business insights
alike. This fast evolving technology
perpetuates the need and generation of data
in itself.
So whether proprietary or market data, for
compliance or business, the challenges are
common – the requirement for data and
storage is increasing exponentially, and the
cost of managing data and sourcing external
prices increasingly prohibitive against a
backdrop of industry austerity.

The answer is blowing in the wind
Over recent years, the rigidity of the traditional
enterprise architectures of the tier-one banks,
brokers and exchanges has become
juxtaposed to the rapidly changing
operational and data landscape they serve.
Now, the mission critical principles of
timeliness, accuracy and completeness must
live in harmony with agility, scaleability and
affordability.
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As a result, financial institutions are
increasingly turning to the cloud to solve
their big data conundrum. More and more,
the unpredictable nature of the firms’ data
and compute requirement lends itself to
infrastructure-on-demand.
Thanks to advances in security, private
cloud and jurisdiction-specific services,
many of the aspects that prevented widescale cloud adoption for Capital Markets
participants in the past are resolved.
The steps firms are taking to optimise their
data management are organisational as
well as technical too. Many larger
enterprises, for example, have reorganised
their reporting and monitoring functions as
horizontals, with the aim of rationalising
their administration, storage and use of
external data. Why? Because the larger and
more complex the data pool, the smarter the
technology and operations needed to make
it usable to the business.
The transition to virtual environments
requires radically new thinking across the
whole technology stack, as new, on-demand
data services via cloud API’s empower AI
and machine learning capabilities that just
wouldn’t have been affordable before.
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Data management was never been more
important than it is now –without it, one
might say more garbage in means even
more garbage out.

Keeping your head in the clouds
Here at TickSmith we’ve been architecting
reliable, open data systems for years.
Underpinning the vast array of our clients’
use cases and platforms is an open and
scalable normalised data set, delivered as
usable and actionable content.
Applying our design and business principles
to cloud architectures though, demanded a
fundamental re-think of our platform. We
have created a whole new technology based
on “Infrastructure as Code”, specifically for
cloud optimisation.
TickSmith is built for AWS deployment,
rearchitected to have an enhanced layer of
security on top of AWS. It securely
processes thousands of data sets from
complex financial data to alternative
content, leveraging advanced cloud
technologies – storage and on-demand
compute power – to rearchitect and enable
best-class data analytics.
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We productise data flows from files and realtime feeds, automating the management,
enrichment & delivery of petabytes of data.
After all, data has to be enabled, not just
computed, stored and accessed from the
cloud.
TCA, Best Execution monitoring, FRTB price
data, market order replay – all have to
correlate to increasingly expensive market
price feeds. Now this can be consumed on a
PAYG basis and integrated seamlessly from
cloud-based data repositories straight into
your cloud-based analytics platform.
The ability to auto scale in/out during peak
usage can bring incredible infrastructure cost
benefits too. For one top tier financial
institution, redesign of their data
infrastructure reduced their £200k monthly
cost on their Enterprise in-house systems, to
£100k pm on Hadoop, and further to just
£20k pm on TickSmith optimised for AWS.

Cloud data for the new era
So, like a cycle, the availability of data drives the
generation of data, accelerated by the demands
of AI programmes and advanced analytics.
The answer is the cloud, offering high availability
and on-demand capacity, combined to provide
the lowest infrastructure costs possible.
Flexibility to access only the resources you need,
when you need it.
However, architecting solutions for cloud
infrastructure isn’t just a migration of platforms
to cloud with the same underlying software. It
requires radical development to optimise
security, scalability and data management.
The result is empowering a new generation of
data analytics in an open, budget-controlled way.
TickSmith: The “out-of-the-cloud” software
solution to enable your data at-scale.

TickSmith enables a scale of flexibility and
security previously unattainable for shared
data sets too – each contributor can define
the permissions, data sets and calculations
to be applied to a granular level-not new
principles, but the cloud introduces
infinitesimal control to empower your data
usage.
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About TickSmith
TickSmith specializes in Big Data technology and believes the increase in quantity and
variety of data is a once in a generation change in Capital Markets infrastructure
requirements. Driven by more data intensive data requirements for trading, compliance,
artificial intelligence and machine learning, there has never been so much traditional and
alternative data to work with. TickSmith’s highly scalable platforms, built on open-source
technologies, are crucial in today’s data-driven world.
TickSmith Use Cases
FRTB: https://www.ticksmith.com/use-case-ticksmith-data-pooling-platform-empowersbanks-to-pool-data-for-frtb/
Book Replay: https://www.ticksmith.com/use-case-ticksmith-book-replay-solutionoptimizes-national-bank-algorithms-and-trading-calculations/
Web Store: https://www.ticksmith.com/use-case-ticksmith-data-monetization-platformpowers-cme-datamine/
TCA: https://www.ticksmith.com/use-case-ticksmith-analytics-platform-is-the-keysolution-for-a-global-wealth-management-and-investment-banks-need-for-fast-post-tradetransaction-cost-analytics/
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